Abstract. Let C and D be quasi-categories (a.k.a. ∞-categories). Suppose also that one has an assignment sending commutative diagrams of C to commutative diagrams of D which respects face maps, but not necessarily degeneracy maps. (This is akin to having an assignment which respects all compositions, but may not send identity morphisms to identity morphisms.) When does this assignment give rise to an actual functor? We show that if the original assignment can be shown to respect identity morphisms up to homotopy, then there exists an honest functor of ∞-categories which respects the original assignments up to homotopy. Moreover, we prove that such honest functors can be chosen naturally with respect to the original assignments.
Introduction
∞-categories, also known as quasi-categories [Joy08] and weak Kan complexes [BV73] , are among the most useful models for (∞, 1)-categories. However, like any model, there is at least one shortcoming that can be a hindrance in practice. Here is one: Functors between ∞-categories must, strictly speaking, respect units. This short work presents a work-around.
Concretely: Let C : ∆ op → Sets be an ∞-category, and in particular, a simplicial set. Heuristically, the degeneracy map s 0 : C 0 → C 1 picks out a specific unit for each object of C. Moreover, a functor F : C → D between ∞-categories must be a natural transformation of simplicial sets, meaning that F must in particular commute with all degeneracy maps on the nose:
This strictness presents issues both philosophical and practical. Philosophically, whether a map between algebras or categories respects units is a property, not additional structure-when there is a contractible space of units, we shouldn't have to say that some arbitrary choices of units are respected.
Practically, one would like to say that an algebra map or a functor that respects specified units up to homotopy should define a functor of ∞-categories without too much more work. Here are two examples in which one might encounter such an issue:
(1) When trying to translate one homotopical model into the model of ∞-categories. For example, if one fixes a base ring k, the notion of a unital A ∞ -category over k does not require a specific choice of unit. However, one can construct a functor from the A ∞ -category of A ∞ -categories to the ∞-category of ∞-categories. This is called the A ∞ -nerve, or simplicial nerve construction for A ∞ -categories, and was developed by Faonte [Fao13, Fao14] and by the present author [Tan13] . An immediate annoyance arises: Which degeneracy maps do we choose for the nerve, when there is no specified unit for the A ∞ category? The seasoned homotopy theorist knows in her heart of hearts that this should present no issue, as any two choices should be equivalent up to contractible choice. This instinct must be made precise. Also, as noted in [Tan13] , there are other work-arounds to this that do not involve the present work by using formal diffeomorphisms of an A ∞ -category, but such choices are cumbersome to make functorial for all A ∞ -categories at once. (2) When trying to construct a functor between ∞-categories. Especially when one considers functors having geometric origins, it takes a lot of extra work to create a functor which respects units on the nose. Even worse-if we can construct a map that seems to respect some of the degeneracy maps, it may be the case that other degeneracy maps are not respected! We would rather be lazy about it, and say that if a putative functor "F : C → D" respects all face maps and respects enough degeneracy maps, then we know that there is an honest map of simplicial sets F ′ : C → D somehow equivalent to F . This is the main motivation behind the present work. We use our result here to help prove the main theorem in [Tan16] , where we construct a pairing between an ∞-category of Lagrangian cobordisms of a Liouville domain with various versions of its Fukaya category. We now build up to our main result, Theorem 1.1, which indeed allows us to infer the existence of a functor between ∞-categories whenever one has a putative functor which respects compositions and "respects units enough." Let ∆ be the category of finite, non-empty, linearly ordered sets. Consider the subcategory j : ∆ inj ֒→ ∆ consisting of the same objects, but whose morphisms are the injective poset maps. Recall that a functor ∆ op inj → Sets is called a semisimplicial set. A map of semisimplicial sets is a natural transformation.
In what follows, given an ∞-category C : ∆ op → Sets, we will let j * C = C inj denote the composition ∆ op inj → ∆ op → Sets. The functor C → C inj has a left adjoint, and we consider the counit of the adjunction:
We give more details on C + and this counit map in Section 2.1. As we will explain there, C + contains a set of non-degenerate edges which is naturally identified with the set of degenerate edges of C-we call this collection of edges s 0 (C 0 ). Our main technical result is:
To prove the theorem, it suffices to prove it when C is a k-simplex for k ≥ 0. We prove the case k = 0 in Section 3, and the general case in Section 4. Remark 1.2. In general, C + is not an ∞-category (see Remark 2.6); regardless, it makes sense to speak of a localization of C + -it is the localization of any fibrant replacement C + ≃C + along the image of s 0 (C 0 ). Remark 1.3. The theorem further implies that the localization ǫ doesn't merely send e ∈ s 0 (C 0 ) to some invertible edge, it sends e to an edge homotopic to the identity of an object. See Remark 3.2.
Let C and D be ∞-categories. Fix F : C inj → D inj a map of semisimplicial sets. By Theorem 1.1, we obtain the following result: Theorem 1.4. Assume that for every vertex x ∈ C 0 , F (s 0 x) is an equivalence in D. Then there exists a functor F ′ : C → D (i.e., a map of simplicial sets) such that for every simplex Y of C, there is a homotopy in D from F (Y ) to F ′ (Y ). Moreover, the data of such an F ′ and of a coherent choice of such homotopies is unique up to contractible choice of natural equivalence.
Proof of Theorem 1.4 assuming Theorem 1.1. By the Joyal model structure on simplicial sets, the counit map ǫ factors into an acyclic cofibration α : C + ≃C + , followed by a fibrationC + → C, as depicted in the left half of the following diagram:
Note thatC + is a a quasi-category. (Here we are using the assumption that C itself is a quasi-category.)
The semisimplicial map F : C inj → D inj defines a map of simplicial sets F + : C + → D by adjunction. Since C + is cofibrant, F + may also be factored by the same acyclic cofibration, followed by a fibration to D, up to homotopy. The top, solid triangle in the diagram above depicts the corresponding 2-simplex in the ∞-category of ∞-categories; i.e., a 2-simplex exhibiting the homotopy from F + to the composite C + →C + → D. Note that given F + , the space of such triangles is contractible-this is evidenced by examining the homotopy fibers above F + of the homotopy equivalence of Kan complexes
(Here, X ∼ denotes the largest Kan complex contained in a simplicial set X. Recall that hom(−, −) := Fun(−, −) ∼ is the usual enrichment rendering Lurie's Cartesian model structure a simplicial model category, and that Lurie's Cartesian model structure for marked simplicial sets is equivalent to Joyal's model structure. We conclude that α * is an equivalence as α is an equivalence in either model structure, both domains are cofibrant, and the codomain D is fibrant.) Now we seek a dashed map of simplicial sets F ′ as indicated, along with a 2-simplex of quasi-categories rendering the righthand, bottom triangle a homotopy-commutative diagram. By Theorem 1.1 and the universal property of localization, we know that such a homotopy-commutative triangle with the dashed arrow exists if and only if the mapC + → D satisfies the property that the edges s 0 (C 0 ) ⊂ (C + ) 1 →C + are sent to equivalences in D. This is the hypothesis of Theorem 1.4.
Finally, to see the uniqueness of the whole diagram, let
∼ be the inclusion of the connected components of those functors sending s 0 (C 0 ) to equivalences in D. By the universal property of localization, the pre-composition map
∼ is a homotopy equivalence. This completes the proof.
Remark 1.5. Note that a map of semisimplicial sets F : C inj → D inj is precisely an assignment which respects homotopy-coherent diagrams, but may not respect choices of units on the nose. Returning to our original motivation, the above theorem indeed says that such an assignment which does send degenerate edges to equivalences canonically determines a functor from F ′ : C → D, along with a homotopy from that functor to the original assignment F .
Moreover, an application of this theorem tells us that the assignment F → F ′ (which is well-defined up to contractible choice) can be made appropriately natural in F . Let F : C inj × ∆ k inj → D inj be a map of semisimplicial sets, and let d i F , 0 ≤ i ≤ k be the restriction of F to the various faces of
Corollary 1.6. Assume that for every vertex
Proof. Applying Theorem 1.4 to F , we know that given F + and ǫ, the space of homotopy-commutative triangles
is contractible. On the other hand, for any choice of 0 ≤ i ≤ k, we have a strictly commuting square:
where d i is the inclusion of the ith face. Gluing along the righthand copy of ǫ, or by applying the theorem to d i F , we have two homotopy-commutative triangles
Again by the universal property of localizations, we conclude that there is a contractible space of natural equivalence between any choice of (d i F ) ′ , and d i (F ′ ); gluing these natural equivalences to the faces of F ′ , we obtain a k-simplex whose faces are given by (d i F ) ′ . Remark 1.7. Shortly after our work, Steimle [Ste17] proved a result that is a "producing ∞-categories" analogue of our "producing maps between ∞-categories" result. Specifically, Steimle shows that if a semisimplicial set C satisfies the weak Kan condition, and if every vertex of C admits an idempotent self-equivalence, then there exists a simplicial set C such that C inj = C; the degeneracy s 0 : C 0 → C 1 can be any assignment picking out idempotent self-equivalences. Moreover, C will automatically be a quasicategory, and any two choices of C are equivalent as quasi-categories. (This is in line with our initial philosophy of unitality being a property, not a specified structure.) By putting our results together, one can significantly simplify the efforts of constructing quasi-categories, and of constructing maps between them. Given a semisimplicial map F : C → D, all one needs to verify is that, for every object X, some idempotent self-equivalence of X is sent to some idempotent self-equivalence of F (X). Then one naturally deduces the existence of a functor C → D. Note this is a valid strategy even if the original F does not respect some other choice of degeneracy maps for C and D. method presented here, which simplifies (and makes functorial) an earlier method we had: One can construct a coCartesian fibration over ∆ 1 having C and D as fibers. We don't display that method here because of the obvious advantages of the present method. We also thank Clark Barwick for catching a mistake in an earlier draft, and to the editors and anonymous referees for very helpful comments. This work was conducted while I was supported by the National Science Foundation under Award No. DMS-1400761.
Preliminaries
Below, when we say category, we mean category in the usual sense of Eilenberg and Mac Lane [EM45] , and when we say ∞-category, a simplicial set satisfying the weak Kan condition.
Remark 2.1. To make it easier for the reader to look up references, we remark on the history of the term "semisimplicial set." For some time, the notion of a simplicial set was called a "complete semi-simplicial complex," and what we call a semisimplicial set was called a "semi-simplicial complex." This is due, as far as we know, to the original definitions in [EZ50] . Our use of the prefix semi follows [Lur09] , and refers to the absence of identities/degeneracies; the original use of the prefix [EZ50] most likely referred to the fact that a simplex is not determined by its vertices.
2.1. The counit of the adjunction and the edges s 0 (C 0 ). We let j : ∆ op inj → ∆ op denote the inclusion. Note that there is an adjunction
where j * is pre-composition with j and j ! is left Kan extension. If C is a quasi-category, let C + denote the simplicial set obtained by first restricting C along ∆ inj , then left Kan extending:
It exists since Sets has all small colimits, and by the universal property of left Kan extensions, there is a natural map (the counit of the adjunction):
Lemma 2.2 (Description of C + ). The set of N -simplices of C + is given by the formula
That is, the N -simplices of C + contain a copy of C N ′ for each surjection Remark 2.3. Equation (2.2) agrees with the intuition that C + freely adjoins degeneracies to C.
Remark 2.4 (The simplicial maps of C + ). Now assume we are given an element of (C + ) N , which we think of as a pair (S, s) with S ∈ C N ′ and
where s ′ is a surjection. The map f ′ is an injection, so C inj tells us how to transport an element of C N ′ to an element of C M ′ , and we consider this as the s ′ component of (C + ) M . This completes our description of C + .
Remark 2.5. We can explicitly describe the simplicial set maps associated to ∆ k + . That is, for any poset map g :
We note that there is a unique surjection s, a unique injection, and a unique map f fitting into the diagram below:
Remark 2.6. The simplicial set C + is almost never a quasi-category. While any inner 2-horn is fillable, not every 3-horn is. For example, consider an inner horn Λ 3 1 → C + with subsimplices we label as follows: (1) Vertices x 0 , . . . , x 3 , (2) Edges f ij : x i → x j , and (3) 2-simplices T 012 , T 013 , T 123 . We further assume (4) T 123 = s There is no 3-simplex filling such a horn because there is no 2-simplex in C + with boundary conditions given by edges f 02 , f 03 , and s
However, if the original simplicial set is isomorphic to the nerve of some small category, C + is a quasi-category. To see this, one can observe that any sequence of k composable edges has a unique k-simplex with those edges as boundary edges.
Finally, let us explain the set s 0 (C 0 ) along which we must localize. By using the Joyal model structure, the counit map (1.1) factors as
where the lefthand arrow is an acyclic cofibration, and the righthand arrow to C is an inner fibration. Since we have assumed C is a fibrant object (i.e., a quasi-category),C + is a fibrant replacement for C + . It models the free ∞-category generated by the simplicial set C + .
As such, C + has a set of 1-simplices identified with a copy of C 1 , and a copy of C 0 . The former of course contains the degenerate edges s C 0 (C 0 ); these are the edges s 0 (C 0 ) of Theorem 1.1. where |W | is a Kan replacement of W . Note that an honest pushout computes the homotopy pushout because the Joyal model structure is left proper, and the arrow W ֒→ E is a cofibration.
Remark 2.7. In our setting E = C + may not be fibrant in the Joyal model structure, nor the pushout P.
2.3.
Necklaces to compute mapping spaces. Using the notation from Section 1.1.5 of [Lur09] , recall the adjunction
The right adjoint is the simplicial nerve functors N , and C is the left adjoint; it takes any simplicial set to a category enriched in simplicial sets. Moreover, weak equivalences in the Joyal model structure are those simplicial set maps f : X → Y which become equivalences after applying C.
While an explicit description of C would be nice, it is in general computed as a colimit of simplicially enriched categories, so it is not so easy to write down.
However, one can give a name to the mapping spaces of C by the work of Dugger-Spivak [DS11], which we now review. where T is a necklace, the initial vertex of T is sent to x, and the terminal vertex of T is sent to y.
• Morphisms are commutative diagrams
where T → T ′ is a map of necklaces. We let N (N ec ↓ X) x,y denote the nerve of this category. It is a simplicial set, as usual, whose simplices are commutative diagrams in the shape of a simplex. and
are weakly homotopy equivalent.
We will use this theorem in computing the mapping spaces of the localization when C = ∆ k in Section 4 below.
2.4. Finality. Let Y be an ∞-category. We say a map of simplicial sets f : X → Y is final if and only if, for every object y ∈ Y , the fiber product simplicial set X × Y Y y/ is weakly contractible. What we call final in this paper is called cofinal in [Lur09] . It is a result due to Joyal-also stated in Theorem 4.1.3.1 of [Lur09] -that our definition of final is equivalent to other standard definitions (which sometimes refer to our notion as "cofinal"). [Lur09] .) This is is an oft-used fact when computing geometric realizations of simplicial sets-cofinal maps induce equivalences of colimits, and this finality is one way to see that the geometric realization is insensitive to the degenerate simplices.
In this paper, the main utility of final maps will be the following: As mentioned before, to prove Theorem 1.1, it suffices to prove the claim when C is a k-simplex. We begin when k = 0: One explicitly computes the homology groups of the localization by using the normalized chain complex for a simplicial set. Since homology is preserved by fibrant replacement, one easily sees that the homology groups
π 1 is likewise easily computed: If e is the unique non-degenerate edge, the unique non-degenerate 2-simplex realizes the relation e • e ∼ e in C + . Hence the element of π 1 generated by e is an idempotent-since π 1 is a group, this means [e] must be equal to the identity. Thus π 1 is also a trivial group. By Whitehead's theorem, the localization is thus a contractible Kan complex, hence categorically equivalent to ∆ 0 .
Remark 3.2. There is another proof using formal properties of adjunctions: Since we know that the localization is the Kan completion of ∆ 0 + , it suffices to prove that the counit map j ! j * ∆ 0 → ∆ 0 is an equivalence in the Quillen model structure (where fibrant objects are Kan complexes). This is equivalent to the unit map ∆ 0 → j * j ! ∆ 0 being an equivalence by Zorro's Lemma (a.k.a. the triangular identities, a.k.a. the zigzag identities) for the co/units of an adjunction. We are done because the unit map is an equivalence in the Quillen model structure for any simplicial set.
Regardless, the alternative proof we presented illustrates why localizing with respect to e ∈ s 0 C sends e to something homotopic to the identity, rather than to some other invertible map. The relation e • e ∼ e forces e to be homotopic to the identity by composing with e −1 in the localization.
4. Proof of Theorem 1.1 when C = ∆ k with k ≥ 1 Now we wish to prove Theorem 1.1 when C = ∆ k for k ≥ 1, so we must consider the localization of C + along the simplicial subset W = i∈[k] ∆ 0 + . Now, the case k = 0 shows that |W | ≃ i∈[k] ∆ 0 . Replacing |W | accordingly, the localization is modeled by the honest pushout
as we recalled in Section 2.2. Because we wish to prove that P is equivalent to ∆ k as a quasi-category, we now proceed to show that all of its hom spaces are contractible.
To do this, we utilize Theorem 2.9. Using the notation from Section 2.3, our goal is to consider X = P and show that the simplicial sets N (N ec ↓ X) x,y are contractible for any choice of vertices x, y. We define some auxiliary categories.
Definition 4.1. Let N x,y ⊂ (N ec ↓ X) x,y denote the full subcategory of those T → X such that for each i, the composition ∆ m i ⊂ T → X is a non-degenerate simplex in X.
Let F x,y ⊂ N x,y denote the full subcategory of those T → X where T ∼ = ∆ m , and where T hits every vertex between x and y, inclusive.
Lemma 4.2. The inclusion of nerves
is a final map. When X = P as in (4.1), the inclusion of nerves
is also final.
Proof of Lemma 4.2. Without loss of generality, we may assume x = 0 and y = k. We will drop the subscripts x, y from the notation out of sloth.
We first prove the first arrow is final. We do this by showing that the fiber product category
has an initial object for each object T ∈ N . Since the nerve of any category with an initial object is contractible, this proves finality. But the existence of an initial object is essentially a consequence of Proposition 4.7 of [DS11] . There it is proved that for any T , there is an initial T ′ such that the arrow T → T ′ is a surjection of necklaces. Then any other object (g : T → T ′′ ) in the fiber product category receives a unique map from T ′ -the map picks out the image of g.
To prove the second assertion, we prove that the fiber product category
has a terminal object for any T . So let T → P be a necklace each of whose simplices is non-degenerate. We ignore its 0-simplices without loss of generality, so that T ∼ = ∆ m 0 ∨ . . . ∨ ∆ ma with each m i > 0. By definition of P, each non-degenerate m-simplex with m > 0 must hit more than one vertex of ∆ k -such non-degenerate m-simplices of P are in bijection with such non-degenerate simplices in ∆ k + . Further, non-degenerate simplices in ∆ k + are in bijection with (arbitrary) simplices in ∆ k by (2.2). Since ∆ k is the nerve of a category, inner horns have unique fillers, and hence necklaces uniquely fill to a simplex of dimension M = m 0 + . . . + m a . In other words, we have found a unique filler
In ∆ k , such a simplex corresponds to a poset map j : [M ] → [k], though not necessarily surjective (and hence not an object in F). However, there is a natural completion of M to a surjection-endow the set Proof of Lemma 4.3. Without loss of generality, we may assume that x = 0 and y = k. This means F can be described as follows: An object is a choice of non-degenerate m-simplex in ∆ k
hitting every vertex from 0 to k. In terms of (2.2), this is exactly the data of a pair The unlabeled arrows are homotopy equivalences because they come from final maps by Lemma 4.2, and final maps induce homotopy equivalences of realizations. This completes the proof.
Remark 4.5. We can give some intuition as to why Lemma 4.4 should be true: P has an underlying ∞-groupoid equal to ∆ 0 . We note (1) the localization does not invert any morphisms which are not endomorphisms, and (2) C + is the free ∞-category generated from Idem (see the proof of Lemma 3.1) by adjoining a unique morphism from the ith object to the jth object for i < j. This means that hom P (i, j) is homotopy equivalent to the free bimodule for End P (i) × End P (j) ∼ = ∆ 0 × ∆ 0 -i.e., a contractible space.
Corollary 4.6. Theorem 1.1 is true when C = ∆ k for k ≥ 1.
Proof. It suffices to show that the natural map C[P] → C[∆ k ] is a weak equivalence of categories enriched in simplicial sets. Note that the map obviously induces a bijection on objects. Also obvious is that the hom simplicial sets of the codomain are all contractible. Finally, Lemma 4.4 says that all the hom simplicial sets of the domain are contractible, so the natural map is an equivalence.
